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Every country has unique cultures those very kinds. But, in this globalization era, Indonesian cultures are influenced by many cultures from different countries. It creates many social communities in the society. There is a community with their special performing and their anarchy behavior that called by punk community. They feel comfort with their life style. Because of their attitudes, the societies opine that punkers are not good children. Usually punkers activities are refer to negative thinks, it makes everyone thinks that punk communities never do a positive thinks that related to their spiritual ability.

Based on the background of study above, the aim of this study is to analyze about the spiritual ability of punker in Malang city.

This research uses descriptive qualitative method by phenomenological term. The researcher collects the data by doing interview and observation. The subject of this study is two punker in Malang city.

Base on the finding and discussion, the researcher know that every punker has their own spiritual ability that apply in their daily activities.